Dave Starbuck’s Revelation Tapes - DVD’s
Informative & hard to get films on controversial subjects suppressed by the mainstream media
ORDERS CAN ALSO BE PLACED ONLINE AND PAID BY BANK CARD AT www.RevelationAudioVisual.com
TOP 20 ALL TIME CLASSIC EXPOSURE DVDs
We have done our best to pick the best factual information DVDs on
every subject where there is substantial evidence of establishment lies,
cover-ups, corruption, assassinations, fraud etc.
Please check “Top 100 Classic Exposure DVDs” after viewing this list.
DVD n 9/11 FALSE FLAG CONSPIRACY: FINALLY SOLVED
(NAMES, CONNECTIONS, MOTIVES) - A precise information packed
film evidencing exactly who was involved in the 9-11 attacks, what they
did, and what motivated them. Truly an amazing piece of research, the
result of monumental effort on the part of investigators who just
wouldn't let it go. It is very well put together and fills in a lot of black
spaces and adds a bunch of stunning new revelations. It does all come
together to make a lot of sense. Absolutely brilliant research. £10
DVD n Vatican Secrets Revealed - Jordan Maxwell clinically
exposes the Vatican, the Roman Catholic Church and religion in general.
Maxwell ties together astrotheology, the true meaning of biblical
symbolism, detailing how every culture has been a victim of this corrupt
cabal, and delving deep into the many mysteries of the western Bible to
reveal astonishing, yet little known facts. certainly eye opening. £10
DVD n Weather War Big Picture: Geo-Engineering and
Bio-Engineering - This is a must see video. Our weather is natural no
more. Our environment is not just toxic and increasingly dangerous, but
manipulated in ways than most people would never conceive never mind
believe. Many exceptional, dramatic & detailed film clips. A spectacular
plethora of substantiated information and stunning visuals. £10
DVD n Royal Babylon: The Criminal Record Of The British
Monarchy - Is a phenomenal piece of work based on Heathcote
Williams no holds barred political poem the text of which is a taboo
shattering, information rich, anti monarchist onslaught plus stunning
rare footage of the royals. It is deadly satire, belly laughingly eloquent,
but also very scary, as sobering as it is exhilarating. An intoxicating film
that will totally enthrall you and suck you in. £10
DVD n Land Of Hope And Glory: Corruption In Great Britain Britain is believed by many people to be one of the fairest countries in
the World. The DVD will prove that this is a complete myth. You will be
amazed at the details presented in this examination of just about
everything that's wrong with the country in 2012. Loads of extremely
well put together damning facts. Remarkable up to date details. £10
DVD n War on Health: The Cult Of Tyranny - Despite its founding
mandate to assure drug, food and chemical safety in the interests of
public health, the medical mafia today is a repressive bureaucracy
serving pharmaceutical and agricultural greed and profits. The result is
hundreds of thousands premature deaths annually from fast tracked
drugs, vaccines & medical devices, an epidemic of medical incompetence
and fraud sanctioned by health officials. Exceptional. £10
DVD n 7/7 Ripple Effect 2 - After being unlawfully jailed for 157
days based on trumped-up charges, by coincidence whilst the “Sham
Enquiry” of 2010/11 was being held, and the BBC making a dedicated
hit-piece on the original 7/7 Ripple Effect, the filmmaker Muad'Dib
expands upon the original film & has added over 60 minutes of stunning
detailed new material. Nothing stands up to this sort of close scrutiny.
An exceptional piece of film making from a very brave man indeed. £10
DVD n Secrets In Plain Sight - An awe inspiring almost four hour
clinical exploration of great art, architecture, and urban design which
skillfully unveils an unlikely intersection of geometry, politics, numerical
philosophy, religious mysticism, new physics, music, astronomy, and
world history. Exploring key monuments and their positions in Egypt,
Stonehenge, Jerusalem, Rome, Paris, London, Edinburgh, Washington
DC, New York, and San Francisco. Awesome. £10
DVD n Satanic Vatican - This is a disturbing, detailed and extensive
examination (almost five hours) of the Vatican and its satanic beliefs,
practices and doctrines. Devil worship in the Vatican? Sinister and mind
boggling but absolutely true. Many of these revelations of hardcore
Satan worship, black magic arts, and cabalistic occultism among the
Catholic hierarchy come from high level officials of the Vatican itself.
Absolutely stunning disclosures and exceptional revelations. £10
DVD n Where Did The Towers Go: Evidence Of Directed
Free-Energy Technology On 9/11 - Towers 1, 2 & 7 were turned
to dust in mid air. Dr Judy Wood presents stunning full screen graphic &
scientific evidence showing what really happened on 9/11. Exposing a
challenging conclusion which most people have never had a chance to
see, hear and evaluate. This is a staggering 2 hour presentation filmed

on her recent visit to the UK. The precise detail of this comprehensive
scientific evidence is absolutely overwhelming. A must see. £10
DVD n Inside job - Exposes the shocking truth behind the global
financial meltdown. At a cost of over £20 trillion, resulting in millions of
people losing their savings, their homes and their jobs. Extensive
research and interviews with major financial insiders, politicians and
journalists, exposes the rise of a rogue financial industry and unveils
the corrosive relationships which have corrupted politics, regulation and
academia. Probably the most important film you will ever see. £10
DVD n What In The World Are They Spraying: The Chemtrail /
Geo Engineering Cover-up Revealed - An expose of a rapidly
developing industry called geo-engineering, driven by scientists,
corporations, and gov’ts intent on changing global climate, controlling ,
and altering the chemical composition of soil and water, all supposedly
for the betterment of mankind. Contains overwhelming evidence that
we are being sprayed with toxic substances without our consent since
1990. This DVD will make you really angry. £10
DVD n One Answer To Cancer - They really don’t want you to know
about this. A natural cancer salve (ointment) that is safe and effective,
and has never harmed anyone, in thousands of years of use. Yet it is
illegal, and is suppressed by governments. People describe exactly how
they used this natural salve, and have included startling before and
after photos. This film will show you precisely how to make this life
saving natural salve for yourself and your loved ones, so you can
escape the sickness industry. Truly empowering. £10
DVD n Psywar: The Real Battlefield Is In The Mind - This
excellent film explores the evolution of propaganda and public relations,
with an emphasis on the elitist theory of democracy and the relationship
between war, propaganda and class. Detailing the concept of psychological warfare by governments against their citizens and also examining
certain dominant themes prevalent in propaganda. Everyone should see
this important work. Encyclopaedic & riveting. £10
DVD n The Secret Of Oz: Solutions For A Broken Economy -The
solution isn’t new or radical. We used to do it. Politicians used to fight
with big bankers over it in our distant past. But why can’t we just do it
again? Why can’t we just issue our own money, debt free? That is the
answer. That’s the only reform that will make a huge difference to
everyone’s life worldwide. The solution is the secret that’s been hidden
from us for just over 100 years. Essential viewing. Astonishing detail.
An absolute cracker from the makers of “The Money Masters”. £10
DVD n Invisible Empire: A New World Order Defined - a damning
indictment of the globalists through their own words and documents.
Worldwide tyranny isn’t coming, it’s here. This isn’t conspiracy theory,
it’s conspiracy fact. Unelected bureaucrats are establishing regional
unions under one superstate. Witness their plan for a global tax and a
cashless surveillance society in which every man, woman and child is
micro-chipped at birth. Highly recommended. £10
2 DVD Set n What Happened On The Moon - The definitive
Investigation Into the supposed moon landings. This compelling program
totally destroys the credibility of the Apollo missions. The totally verified
evidence is almost overwhelming and impossible to dismiss. 2 DVD’s £15
DVD n The Naked Truth About Religion - Verifiable facts totally
exposing the forced “belief system” & the fraudulent deceptions about
the origins of modern religions. You will be absolutely astounded to find
out what ALL modern religions are based on. A life changing film. £10
DVD n The Secret - The Secret has existed throughout the history of
mankind. It has been discovered, coveted, suppressed, hidden, lost
and recovered. It has been hunted down, stolen, and bought for vast
sums of money. The Secret reveals how to apply this powerful
knowledge to your life in every area from health to wealth, to success &
relationships. A very convincing film indeed. £10
DVD n The Power of Nightmares - Al Qaeda does not Exist A 3
hour documentary that proves beyond any reasonable doubt that "In
an age when all the grand ideals have lost credibility fear of a phantom
enemy is all the politicians have left to maintain their power." The
substantiated evidence is impossible to dismiss. £10
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